The J-1 nonimmigrant visa program allows employers to hire foreign workers under the auspices of an educational and cultural exchange visitor program without testing the U.S. labor market.
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I. J-1 Visa

The J-1 nonimmigrant visa allows individuals to come to the United States under the auspices of an educational and cultural exchange visitor program. When the program was created, its purpose was to promote international understanding. The Department of State (DOS) – as the federal agency that maintains foreign relations – manages the program.

The exchange visitor program was not designed to import foreign labor. However, in practice, the J-1 visa is routinely used as a temporary work visa. Despite this reality, the U.S. Department of Labor (USDOL) does not evaluate the J-1 program’s effect on the labor market. USDOL plays no role in regulating the J-1 program other than to enforce the standard federal wage and hour laws that apply to the general workforce. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) also plays a limited role through two components. DHS’s Student Exchange Visitor Program is responsible for operating the Student and Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS) – the federal database which tracks all foreign students and exchange visitors. DHS’s Customs and Border Patrol oversees every person’s admission, including J-1 exchange visitors, at land border crossings and all other ports of entry.

DOS regulations outline fourteen distinct categories and subcategories within the J-1 program: au pair, camp counselor, college and university students, government visitors, international visitors, physicians, professors and research scholars, high school students, short term scholars, specialists, summer work travel, teachers, interns, and trainees. At least six of these categories – summer work travel, camp counselors, trainees and interns, au pairs, and teachers – present situations where J-1 workers are vulnerable. Indicators such as geographic isolation, employment in private homes or in low-wage, unskilled industries, and lax worker protections and oversight contribute to their vulnerability to exploitation. DOS data shows that these six categories make up just over half of all total J-1 visas issued. In 2012, 312,522 individuals received J-1 visas.

A. Historical Context

The J-1 exchange visitor program was created in 1961. It was enacted during the same month as the Foreign Assistance Act and Peace Corps Act, thus joining the broader effort to improve and strengthen U.S. relations abroad. At its inception, the primary goal of the J-1 visa was to spread information to the rest of the world by providing opportunities for foreign nationals to experience the U.S. and then use that experience in their home countries. Initially, the U.S. Information Agency (USIA) ran the program. Responsibility for administration transferred from USIA to DOS in 1999. Over time the J-1 exchange visitor program expanded to include fourteen different categories that each have their own set of rules and requirements. While now covering a wide swath of the workforce, including both low wage concessionaires and high wage doctors, all exchange visitors have the same J-1 visa.
B. HIRING PROCESS

Most J-1 categories contemplate the exchange visitor performing work in the United States as part of program, but that is not always the case. J-1 exchange visitors do not receive general employment authorizations to work wherever they want and are subject to termination from the program if they engage in unauthorized employment. Rather, any employment is part and parcel to and defined by the specifics of the exchange program. DOS has an interactive website that walks participants, sponsors, host entities, and the public through the J-1 exchange visitor program.

DOS’s component Bureau of Education and Cultural Affairs oversees this process and designates sponsor organizations to administer all aspects of a specific program. Essentially, sponsors act as recruiters and liaisons between the host entity (employer) and exchange visitor (worker). DOS approves a majority of sponsors who apply.
of February 2015, there were approximately 3,464 sponsors designated to administer J-1 programs in the fourteen categories and subcategories. Procedures vary according to the specific category in play. In any case, the sponsors will usually coordinate with foreign third parties to advertise their exchange program and recruit foreign participants. Then, sponsors make the connection between the exchange visitor and the host employer.

1. STEPS FOR EMPLOYERS (AKA "HOSTS")

Employers who want to hire workers under the J-1 exchange visitor program contact a sponsor designated to administer the specific category of interest. Sometimes the employer pays the sponsor a fee. The sponsor recruits the foreign exchange visitor, completes the immigration paperwork with him or her, and with DOS, and is responsible for monitoring and reporting throughout the exchange visitor’s stay in the United States.

**DIGGING DEEPER: NO APPROVAL FROM USDOL NECESSARY**

Employers do not need to seek pre-approval from the Department of Labor or the Department of Homeland Security’s U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services before hiring a J-1 exchange visitor. Unlike other non-immigrant employment visas such as H-1B, H-2A or H-2B, the J-1 program has no prerequisite labor market test and no requirement that employers request permission to hire nonimmigrants due to the fact that the J-1 program’s main purpose is to foster cultural exchange. It was not conceived and is not designed to facilitate the temporary employment of foreign workers.

While several of the J-1 categories have rules about wages and working conditions, DOS does not regulate employers directly. Rather, the rules apply to sponsors because sponsors are the entities regulated by DOS. Even so, employers must follow all applicable federal and state labor laws when employing J-1 exchange visitors, just as they do with respect to their regular U.S. workforce.

**Summary of reasons why an employer may choose to hire J-1 exchange visitors**

- ✔ No pre-approval needed from USCIS or USDOL
- ✔ No labor market certification test required
- ✔ Flexibility to hire short-term employees
- ✔ No limit on the number of visas that can be issued
- ✔ Regulations do not require reimbursement of travel costs
- ✔ Regulations do not require payment of immigration fees
- ✔ No employment taxes
- ✔ No requirement to provide housing (except au pairs)
- ✔ History of lax government oversight of employment conditions
A) INCENTIVES FOR EMPLOYERS WHO HIRE J-1 EXCHANGE VISITORS
There are several reasons why employers may choose to hire individuals under the J-1 program. Perhaps the most significant benefit to employers is that they do not have to pay employment taxes on J-1 exchange visitors’ wages, which can be up to 8%.\(^{13}\)

2. Steps for Exchange Visitors (aka “the workers”)
Before applying for a J-1 visa, a foreign national must be accepted by a sponsor for a specific category of exchange visitor. The individual usually applies to a designated sponsor through a separate agency or third-party foreign recruiter located in the visitor’s country of origin. Applicants typically have to pay an application fee. Sponsors must establish and utilize a screening process to ensure that potential exchange visitors meet each category’s specific criteria.\(^{14}\) The following general requirements apply to every exchange program applicant:

- Have sufficient funds to cover expenses or has made other arrangements to provide for expenses\(^ {15}\)
- Pay for medical insurance at the required level\(^ {16}\)
- Speak English sufficiently to participate in the program\(^ {17}\)
- Have no intention of immigrating to the United States\(^ {18}\)
- Comply with the two year home-country physical presence requirement if it applies\(^ {19}\)

3. DESIGNATED SPONSORS (AKA THE “RECRUITERS”)
DOS designates sponsors to be in charge of administering all aspects of the J-1 exchange visitor program. Sponsors are central to the process and take on the role of an official recruiter or a staffing agency by locating, screening, and selecting the visitors and then matching them with a site of activity and host employer.\(^ {20}\) A sponsor’s designation is for a specific subcategory and not all sponsors may administer every subcategory. For example, according to DOS information available in October 2015, there were 15 designated sponsors that could facilitate the au pair subcategory, there were 41 sponsors for summer work travel.\(^ {21}\)

Sponsors have many obligations and must follow general regulations and also rules that pertain to each exchange program category. The Department of State amended the sponsor regulations in January 2015. They set out several new responsibilities for sponsors including providing disclosures to exchange visitors about terms of their exchange program, orientation, increased monitoring, etc. The new sponsor regulations also explicitly prohibit sponsors from retaliating or threatening exchange visitors who complain about their program.

Each sponsor must comply with all laws and requirements, be staffed with adequate and competent employees, and have the financial capacity necessary to carry out their functions.\(^ {22}\) DOS may require non-governmental sponsors to provide evidence of solvency, financial statements, and even post bond if there is “reasonable doubt” about their ability to meet program obligations.\(^ {23}\)
A) DISCLOSURES
Each sponsor must provide accurate program information in all public advertisements and materials geared toward prospective exchange visitors, host organizations and employers. Sponsors are required to provide detailed information to exchange visitors at the time of recruitment and before the prospective visitors pay any fees. These disclosures must include the following information:

- Program activities
- Terms and conditions of employment including job duties, number of work hours, wages and compensations, typical deductions for housing and transportation
- Itemized list of all fees charged (any fees paid to sponsor or employer)
- Insurance costs
- Type, duration, nature and importance of cultural components of program

B) PRE-ARRIVAL INFORMATION AND ORIENTATION
Sponsors must provide clear information about the program to all exchange visitors before they arrive and must offer appropriate orientation. Orientation should include, for example: information about life and customs in the United States; local community resources such as public transportation, medical centers, schools, libraries, recreation centers, and banks; any rules that the exchange visitors must follow under the sponsor’s program; and contact information for the responsible officer at the sponsor’s organization. The sponsor must ensure that every exchange visitor has received the “Wilberforce Pamphlet on the Rights and Protections for Temporary Workers.”

C) MONITORING
Sponsors are required to monitor the exchange visitors participating in their programs and are expressly prohibited from retaliating or discriminating against exchange visitors who complain about the program. Sponsors must ensure that the exchange visitor is engaged in the activity for which he or she obtained the J-1 visa, monitor the activity site and the progress and welfare of the exchange visitor, require the exchange visitor to keep the sponsor apprised of his or her address and telephone number, and update any changes within the SEVIS system.

DIGGING DEEPER: SPONSOR DESIGNATION
An organization applies for sponsor designation with Form DS-3036 and a non-refundable fee of $3,982. Sponsors must have three years of experience to be eligible for designation. Sponsors must have previous experience facilitating international exchange programs, meet certain financial requirements, and demonstrate that they will comply with the regulations specific to the J-1 category they seek to administer. The sponsor must have detailed knowledge of laws pertaining to employment, including the Fair Labor Standards Act.

DIGGING DEEPER: THE DS-2019
Sponsors provide the Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange Visitor Status -- Form DS-2019 -- to the individuals who are selected to participate in the specific exchange program. Form DS-2019 permits the prospective exchange visitor to schedule his or her interview at the U.S. consular processing post abroad.
4. Exchange Visitors Apply for the J-1 Visa and Admission to the U.S.

After the sponsor issues the DS-2019, the foreign individual applies for a J-1 visa through the Department of State at the U.S. Consulate abroad. First, the applicant completes the online visa application -- Form DS-160 -- and pays the $160 processing fee. Personal interviews at the consulate are usually then required. At the interview, the J-1 visa applicant brings a printed out confirmation of the Form DS-160, his or her passport, and any supporting documents required by the specific program.

When J-1 exchange visitors apply for their visas, the consular officers should distribute an anti-trafficking brochure describing various work protections. Known as the Wilberforce Pamphlet on the Rights of Temporary Workers, this brochure directs aggrieved workers to call 911, a toll-free hotline for victims of trafficking, or the U.S. Department of Justice. The Department of State must train its consular officers about the labor protections described in the brochure.

The time it takes to process a J-1 visa application depends on the country and specific consular processing post. Once the visa is in-hand, the individual may travel to the U.S. and present for admission at a U.S. border or port of entry. The U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s Customs and Border Patrol will determine whether the individual is admissible and if so, will allow entry to the United States.

DIGGING DEEPER: SEVIS DATABASE

The Student and Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS) is the computer database that allows the U.S. government to track information about all foreign students and exchange visitors, including J-1 visa holders. It was created in 1996 with the passage of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act. The Student Exchange Visitor Program (under the umbrella of DHS, Immigration and Customs Enforcement) oversees SEVIS.

Through SEVIS, DHS collects information from sponsors relating to J-1 exchange visitors while they are present in the United States. SEVIS is a web-based tracking and monitoring system that enables sponsors to electronically submit information throughout the participant’s stay. Sponsors are required to update information on SEVIS about “status events” such as the J-1 exchange visitor’s entry to and exit from the U.S., current address, program extensions, current employment, or other changes.

The general public does not have access to the information on SEVIS; however, DHS publishes select statistics from SEVIS on a quarterly basis. Quarterly reports include the number of J-1 exchange visitors in active status during a particular time frame but do not list the breakdown of the number per category. For example, during the quarter ending in August 2015, there were 244,766 individuals in the U.S. in active J-1 status but no indication of how many individuals were in each of the fourteen categories. A more comprehensive picture of the J-1 workforce would emerge with regular publication of the wide-ranging SEVIS data that ICE collects and maintains.

C. Duration of the J-1 Visa

The duration of a J-1 visa depends on the subcategory and particular exchange program’s length. For seasonal workers this may be as short as three weeks and for professionals this may be as long as five years (not including extensions).
exchange visitors may be admitted for a “period up to 30 days before the report date or start of the approved program” but the visa’s validity may not exceed the program period plus 30 days for the purposes of travel unless an extension or change has been granted. After the visa expires, many exchange visitors are required to return home for two years before being eligible to return to the United States.

### Department of State Maximum and Minimum Duration of Participation Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Minimum Duration of Participation</th>
<th>Minimum Duration of Participation for Sponsors with Program Serial G-1, G-2, or G-3 (1)</th>
<th>Maximum Duration of Participation</th>
<th>Extension Beyond Maximum Duration of Participation is Permitted (requires DoS approval)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alien Physician</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au Pair</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Counselor</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Visitor</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intern</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Visitor</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor (2)</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Scholar (2)</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Term Scholar</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Degree Student</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s Degree Student</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctorate Degree Student</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s Degree Student</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Degree Student</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Intern</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary School Student</td>
<td>One academic semester (5 months)</td>
<td>One academic semester (5 months)</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Work Travel</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainee (3)</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** (1): Section 62.8 General Program Requirements: (b) Minimum Duration of program. Sponsors other than the Federal Government agencies (identified by the program serial G-1, G-2, or G-3) shall provide exchange visitor, except short-term scholars with a minimum period of participation in the United States of 3 weeks. (2) The maximum duration of participation for a trainee is 18 months for all occupational categories except in the occupational fields of “Agricultural Forestry, and Fishing” and “Hospitality and Tourism.” Training in the fields of Hospitality and Tourism are limited to a maximum of 12 months. Training in the fields of Agricultural Forestry, and Fishing is limited to 12 months, unless 6 months contains an academic classroom component, which allows maximum of 18 months. The Department may limit the designation to a lesser amount of time, for example 6- or 12- month training programs. An extension of a program beyond 18 months would be considered an extension beyond the maximum duration of participation and require DoS approval.
D. J-2 Visa for Family Members
J-2 visas are available for dependent family members of J-1 exchange visitors, including children under the age of 21 and the J-1 visitor’s spouse. The Department of State presumes family members will not accompany participants in the summer work travel, camp counselor, and au pair subcategories. The duration of a J-2 visa must not be longer than the principal’s J-1. Individuals with a J-2 visa are eligible to apply for employment authorization (Form I-765) from DHS and work in the U.S. at any job they can find once that application is approved.

E. Lack of Job Transferability
As with most other nonimmigrant visas that authorize work in the U.S., J-1 exchange visitors are vulnerable to the extent that their lawful immigration status is tied to a job placement. An individual who has paid money to come to the United States to work has a strong incentive to stick with an exploitative situation. Depending on the category of exchange program, most exchange visitors who want to change jobs may seek a placement change with their sponsor. However, there is no guarantee that the sponsor will honor the request.

F. Displacement of U.S. Workers
The J-1 exchange visitor program regulations do not have a system in place to test the labor market for jobs where J-1 workers are employed. There is no requirement to advertise open jobs or recruit U.S. workers, as is the case with the various H visa programs. Some exchange visitor subcategories prohibit placing J-1 workers in positions instead of U.S. workers; however, there is no specific guidance for sponsors on how to manage or enforce this prohibition.
II. J-1 WORKERS IN THE U.S. – DATA

Both the Departments of State and Homeland Security maintain data about J-1 workers. Close to 300,000 new J-1 visas are issued each year. Some J-1 programs span more than one year, while some have a much shorter duration of just several months. The amount of individuals in “active J-1 status” at any one time fluctuates between approximately 160,000 and 220,000 depending on the time of year. The subcategory with the most participants is summer work travel, followed by high school and university students, and then scholars. J-1 workers come to the U.S. from all over the world, with most coming from European nations. China is the largest sending country for J-1 workers, followed by Germany, United Kingdom, Brazil, and France. Even though the U.S. government possesses detailed information on individuals who work with J-1 visas, including their age, gender, country of origin, program category and place of employment, this information is not publicly available.

A. THE NUMBER OF J-1 EXCHANGE VISITORS IN THE U.S.

1. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

USDOL does not have any role in the administration of the J-1 visa program. As such, it neither collects nor maintains data regarding the number of J-1 workers present in the United States. 

2. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DOS publishes select J-1 data on its interactive J-1 visa website, including the number of sponsors and workers per category and the destination states for each category. Statistics for J-1 visas are also found on a multi-year spreadsheet for all nonimmigrant visas (NIV) issued by nationality, which is published on the general DOS website. The numbers for 2012 (the most recent year for which data is available from both sources) listed in each of these sources, however, do not match up. The interactive website indicates that 297,527 J-1 visas were issued, whereas the nonimmigrant visa (NIV) detail table shows a total of 313,431 J-1 visas. The reason for this discrepancy is not apparent.

A) J-1 CATEGORY NUMBERS

DOS publishes the number of participants in each exchange visitor category on their j1.gov website. Of the fourteen categories, Summer Work Travel was the largest at 91,763 participants in 2012. Students comprised the second largest type of J-1 exchange visitors: High school and university students combined totaled 71,142 participants. Scholars were the third largest group, when the professor, research and short-term scholar subcategories were combined, amounting to 53,987 visas issued. The intern and trainee subcategories together totaled 32,494 participants.
J-1 Visas Issued by Subcategory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Category</th>
<th>Participant totals in 2012</th>
<th>Participant totals in 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summer Work Travel</td>
<td>91,763</td>
<td>90,285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College &amp; University Students</td>
<td>44,834</td>
<td>50,407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor &amp; Research Scholar</td>
<td>31,868</td>
<td>34,232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary School Student</td>
<td>26,308</td>
<td>23,446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interns</td>
<td>23,376</td>
<td>22,963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term Scholar</td>
<td>22,119</td>
<td>19,757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Counselors</td>
<td>18,130</td>
<td>19,523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au Pairs</td>
<td>13,789</td>
<td>16,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainees</td>
<td>9,118</td>
<td>9,707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Visitor</td>
<td>6,524</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Visitors</td>
<td>4,593</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>2,385</td>
<td>1,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist</td>
<td>1,659</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>1,493</td>
<td>1447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>297,959</td>
<td>290,411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U.S. Department of State, Facts and Figures, available at http://j1visa.state.gov/basics/facts-and-figures/ (November 2015). Note that as of November 2015 only 2014 data was available. The 2012 data was captured off the site in March 2015. No data from any other year has been available since January 2013.


DHS annually publishes the number of admission events rather than the number of individuals who have been approved for a certain immigration status. 59 Each time a nonimmigrant enters the United States, DHS’s Customs and Border Patrol counts the entry as an admission. One single individual may be counted many times over in this total count because each admission is counted. Because J-1 exchange visitors may return to their home countries for holidays or vacations during the year, the number of J-1 admissions is much larger than the actual number of visitors.
A) U.S. IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) is the DHS unit that oversees the Student and Exchange Visitor Program (SEVIS), the computer system that tracks the whereabouts and employment of all J-1 participants. ICE publishes SEVIS quarterly reports showing the number of individuals in active J-1 status. During the quarter ending in August 2015, there were 244,766 active J-1 exchange visitors in the United States. The numbers fluctuate throughout the year. For example, there are more J-1 exchange visitors present in the United States in the summer than in winter.

B. J-1 EXCHANGE VISITOR DEMOGRAPHICS

DOS issues the most J-1 visas to workers from Europe and Asia. In 2013, European nations accounted for 159,164 and Asian countries 92,476. The entire rest of the world received just 60,882 J-1 visas. China is the single largest sending country for J-1 workers, with 34,263 visas issued. The next largest sending countries are Germany, United Kingdom, Brazil, and France. DHS also publishes the nationality of persons admitted, along with their visa classification. However, because DHS counts admission events rather than individuals, those numbers obscure the picture of which countries send the most J-1 exchange visitors to the United States. To illustrate this point, Canadians had 21,558 admissions for J-1 workers in 2013. This number of admissions may simply reflect that Canadian J-1 workers leave and re-enter the U.S. many times during one year. Indeed, if the individual lives near the border, it is possible that he or she is entering almost daily. So while the flow of J-1 exchange visitors from Canada is high, that doesn’t necessarily mean that the most exchange visitors are from Canada. Nevertheless, nonimmigrant admission numbers track the same source-countries DOS counts as sending the most exchange visitors: China, Germany, United

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Data collected</th>
<th>FY 2014</th>
<th>FY 2013</th>
<th>FY 2012</th>
<th>FY 2011</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Department of Labor</td>
<td>No data collected</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Department of State</td>
<td>Number of J-1 visa applications approved and visas issued to foreign workers at U.S. consulates abroad</td>
<td>331,068</td>
<td>312,522</td>
<td>313,431</td>
<td>324,294</td>
<td>This number does not count Canadian J-1 workers because they are not required to apply for J-1 visas through the State Department; but they do get I-94s and are counted in the admissions number below.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Department of Homeland Security – U.S. Customs and Border Patrol</td>
<td>Number of J-1 admissions and readmissions at the border with a I-94 entry document</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>433,534</td>
<td>421,425</td>
<td>469,993</td>
<td>Individuals may be counted more than once in the admissions numbers because some workers depart and re-enter the U.S. in the same year. First-time and repeat entry are not distinguished. All admissions are counted regardless if the J-1 worker was admitted on a new I-94 or a valid I-94 that was previously used.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kingdom, Canada, France, and Mexico. Neither DOS nor DHS breaks down the nonimmigrant visa issuances and admissions for J-1 exchange visitors by program category.

Top Sending Countries: J-1 Visas Issued


DIGGING DEEPER: DEPARTMENT OF STATE DATA ON NATIONALITY NOT BROKEN DOWN BY CATEGORY
DOS data on nationality is not broken down by J-1 program category. However, looking at the issuance of J-2 visas alongside J-1 visas may illuminate the demographics in certain subcategories. There is a presumption that J-1 workers participating in the summer work travel, au pair, and camp counselor subcategories will not have dependents following to join them with J-2 visas. There are several top ten sending countries, such as Bulgaria, Ukraine and Thailand, which have a J-2/J-1 ratio of less than 2%. This may indicate that those countries have a high likelihood of being the countries of origin in those subcategories.
1. **AGE AND GENDER OF J-1 EXCHANGE VISITORS PER SUBCATEGORY IS NOT PUBLIC**

The federal government knows the number of J-1 exchange visitors that are present in the U.S. at any given time, their program category, nationality, gender, age and other information. All of this is listed on Form DS-2019 and contained in the SEVIS computer database. Furthermore, sponsors have a continuing requirement to report their exchange visitors’ program category, biographical information, and program sites or places of employment. If DHS published information contained in SEVIS, it would be possible to know the age of interns and where they are employed, or the gender and country of origin of students in the Summer Work Travel subcategory.

DHS’s annual Yearbook of Immigration Statistics offers supplemental data tables that reveal the gender and age range of selected visas. However, because the J-1 visa data is grouped together with the J-2 visa data, as well as with the F and M nonimmigrant visa data, it is not possible to determine the age or gender breakdown of J-1 exchange visitors, much less by program category.

C. **J-1 HOST EMPLOYER DEMOGRAPHICS**

Through SEVIS, DOS and DHS collect the names of employers who hire J-1 exchange visitors: sponsors must report the “site of activity” both on the DS-2019 and in SEVIS. All locations where the individual will spend any part of the exchange programs must be listed and updated. However, this information is not public. DOS lists data on its website showing states where exchange visitors are destined; nonetheless, it offers no information about the actual "sites of activity" or places of employment.
III. ENFORCEMENT OF J-1 WORKERS’ RIGHTS

J-1 exchange visitors’ employment rights may be enforced by any of the federal and state agencies in charge of enforcing employment and civil rights laws, or through private counsel in their own lawsuits. USDOL has jurisdiction when any covered employee – including a J-1 exchange visitor -- claims there has been a violation of federal wage and hour laws. Likewise, if there is any sort of discrimination and Title VII is implicated, then the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has jurisdiction. State agencies customarily have the authority to enforce any applicable state laws.

To the extent that there is an employment contract or a violation of a federal or state statute allowing a private lawsuit, a J-1 worker may bring her own case to enforce her rights in court, just like any other U.S. worker. The J-1 program regulations themselves do not give DOS authority to sanction employers who violate employment laws and do not provide a private right of action for workers to enforce their own rights through a civil lawsuit.

A. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Employers or third-party recruiters who violate the law do not fall within the jurisdiction of DOS and thus do not face any possible sanction from the agency. DOS does have the authority, however, to sanction or decertify sponsors who are found to have violated program rules. Even so, DOS’s system for monitoring J-1 sponsors relies almost entirely on sponsor self-enforcement combined with complaint-driven investigations. The J-1 regulations across these categories do not themselves refer to DOS needing to take affirmative efforts to monitor or investigate sponsors and employers.

In 2005, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that DOS lacked the staff to routinely conduct site visits. Since then, DOS has created a compliance office and launched a complaint database. In February 2015 DOS’s Office of Private Sector Exchange Administration announced that it would begin performing site visits to many J-1 employers. The Department of State website currently features a "Route J-1" blog called “Follow Robin Lerner” in which Robin Lerner, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Private Sector Exchange, embarks across the country visiting program sites, in part and presumably, to make sure the employment of J-1 exchange visitors is not running afoul of employment laws.

DOS may sanction any J-1 sponsor that violates or fails to comply with the regulations, commits an act of omission that could “have the effect of endangering the health, safety, or welfare of an exchange visitor” or otherwise undermines the foreign policy objectives or national security interests of the U.S., or brings the “Exchange Visitor Program into notoriety or disrepute.” DOS may issue a written reprimand and/or corrective action plan, place the sponsor on probation, reduce the sponsor’s authorized number of exchange visitors by up to 15% or more, suspend a license, and revoke or deny a sponsor’s application for re-designation.
1. DOS SANCTIONS AGAINST SPONSORS
From 2006 through February 2014, looking across six subcategories of J-1 visas, DOS sanctioned a sponsor 32 times. DOS has not sanctioned an au pair sponsor since 2006. Only one camp counselor sponsor was sanctioned for keeping poor SEVIS records. Nine trainee and intern sponsors were sanctioned; all received a letter of reprimand for poor record keeping, the lightest possible sanction, according to the most recent list. A previous accounting included a sponsor that was terminated in 2011 for unknown reasons. The vast majority of sponsors who are sanctioned and then apply for redesignation are approved.73

J-1 Department of State Sanction Chart
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2. SPONSOR SELF-ENFORCEMENT
Under DOS regulations, all J-1 sponsors regardless of category must monitor the exchange visitor’s participation in the program.74 Among other things, the sponsor must
monitor the progress and welfare of exchange visitors and ensure that the activity in which the exchange visitor is engaged is consistent with the information on the DS-2019. The sponsors are explicitly prohibited from retaliating against exchange visitors who make adverse comments about the program or who file complaints about any work related matter.

No sponsor or employee of a sponsor may threaten program termination, remove from the program, ban from the program, adversely annotate an exchange visitor’s SEVIS record, or otherwise retaliate against an exchange visitor solely because he/she has filed a complaint; instituted or caused to be instituted any proceeding; testified or is about to testify; consulted with an advocacy organization, community organization, legal assistance program or attorney about a grievance or other work-related legal matter; or exercised or asserted on behalf of himself/herself any right or protection.

Even so, only a few categories’ regulations mention how to make sure the program is running smoothly for workers. For example, the summer work travel program category requires sponsors to personally communicate with each participant every month.

If sponsors become aware of serious problems or controversies involving exchange visitors, including potential litigation related to the program, they are required to inform DOS “on or before the next business day by telephone.” Additionally, in all categories, sponsors are required to submit an annual report to DOS through SEVIS on Form DS-3097.

The annual report must include a program report and evaluation including, among other things, a summary of any program difficulties and a description of the cross-cultural opportunities provided.

These rules place “the onus on sponsors to report problems involving mistreatment of J-1 participants.” However, sponsors may have a disincentive to report employer noncompliance: A sponsor could invite an audit and damage “the business relationship between sponsors and employers,” which usually endures throughout the stay of various cycles of exchange visitors.

DIGGING DEEPER: CRITIQUES OF DEPARTMENT OF STATE OVERSIGHT

Weaknesses with DOS’s J-1 oversight responsibility have been documented over decades, including lack of staff, poor management and lack of funds for enforcement. A study from 1990 found that the government “does not adequately coordinate the program.” Ten years later, the Inspector General warned that “lax monitoring” created an atmosphere in which companies “can easily” ignore or abuse the regulations, and it found “widespread violations” of the regulations. Moreover, the DOS unit in charge of the program could not “effectively administer and monitor the Exchange Visitor Program.” That was still a problem in 2005, when another GAO report criticized DOS for its minimal monitoring and inadequate sanctions. This long-standing criticism has led some advocates to conclude that the “State Department is in a precarious position to meaningfully defend worker’s rights, lacking both the enforcement capacity and investigative expertise that such controversial cases may require.” Indeed, advocates have called for
Congress to authorize the Department of Labor to take over enforcement of the J-1 visa regulations.\textsuperscript{68}

“The process by which the State Department creates, modifies and enforces” the J-1 program lacks transparency.\textsuperscript{69} As a foreign affairs agency, DOS is exempt from the rulemaking portions of the Administrative Procedures Act (APA), which is the federal law outlining the obligations of federal government agencies to inform the public of their actions.\textsuperscript{70} DOS contends it is authorized to create any J-1 visa category consistent with fostering cultural and educational exchange and does not have the legal obligation to seek input from other federal agencies or the public prior to rules taking effect.\textsuperscript{71}

Some scholars argue that the weak labor protections of the J-1 visa program are particularly troubling given the State Department’s anti-trafficking mandate:\textsuperscript{72}

\textit{Not only does the Department of State risk being viewed as compromised for its simultaneous management of a labor program with a history of labor abuses, but it also jeopardizes strategic partnerships between U.S. and foreign partners in the fight against trafficking. The Department of State’s conflicting role as anti-trafficking leader and J-1 visa program administrator could well harm cooperation with key J-1 visa participant source country governments, particularly in delicate situations involving the sharing of intelligence with foreign law enforcement or when attempting to facilitate the extradition of traffickers or safe repatriation of trafficking victims. Its conflicting role also challenges the State Department’s relationships with key anti-trafficking allies in the U.S. While the Department of State Trafficking in Persons Office and U.S. anti-trafficking advocates have worked collaboratively on many projects, including an international visitors program facilitated by the Department of State to mutually share best practices, advocates may find themselves at odds with the Department of State when confronted with clients who suffered abuse as J-1 participants and have little recourse as a result of Department of State’s minimal regulations, apparent inability to provide oversight and limited data tracking and collection system.}\textsuperscript{73}

\textbf{B. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR}

USDOL is charged with enforcing two laws that may provide employment rights to J-1 workers: The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and the Occupational Safety and Health Act. While USDOL has not played a significant role in enforcing the FLSA rights of J-1 workers, the agency has, on occasion, stepped up to investigate and fine employers. For example, in January 2010 USDOL found that a McDonald’s restaurant owner violated the FLSA and required him to pay $38,000 in back wages to 34 employees, all of whom were J-1 trainees and interns.\textsuperscript{74} The problem with relying on USDOL for enforcement of labor rights is that J-1 workers in several subcategories may be exempt from FLSA. To help workers access wages collected by USDOL, the agency launched the “Workers Owed Wages” (WOW) web-based application in January 2015.\textsuperscript{75} The updated and streamlined WOW system enables workers and advocates to answer a series of questions to determine whether the Wage and Hour Division (WHD) has collected and is holding back wages for the workers; if so, the system helps connect workers with the relevant WHD office to receive their check.

\textbf{C. PRIVATE LAWSUITS}

J-1 workers may enforce their own employment and civil rights by filing a lawsuit in federal or state court as allowed by law. As is the case with all temporary foreign
workers, it is a challenge to find a lawyer willing to represent clients who are bound to return home once their work visas expire. Some of the categories, such as SWT and camp counselors, have such short program durations that the money damages suffered may pale in comparison to the cost of pursuing litigation for workers who will not be able to stay in the United States. The problem of seeking portable justice looms large.

1. Federal Wage Law
If J-1 workers are owed minimum or overtime wages under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), they can bring a lawsuit on behalf of themselves and all similarly situated workers.\(^9\) In a FLSA case from 2012, J-1 workers claimed minimum wage violations based on the failure to reimburse pre-employment expenses that were for the benefit of the employer.\(^7\) The employer argued that the J-1 regulations limit the remedies available to workers and that only the sponsors are responsible because the regulations do not extend to the companies where the workers are placed.\(^8\) The district court did not agree with the employer and found that the regulations did not preclude J-1 workers from seeking damages under the FLSA.\(^9\)

A) Joint Employment
A J-1 sponsor’s duties with respect to the creation and monitoring of the employment relationship between the worker and the employer in some cases may render the sponsor a joint employer with the actual employer. However, one district court that dealt with the issue in the J-1 context decided that there was no joint employment relationship under the FLSA because the sponsor did not exercise enough management control over the workers.\(^1\)

B) Retaliation Prohibited
The FLSA contains an important anti-retaliation provision, which applies to “any person.”\(^1\) To wit, it is “unlawful for any person ... to discharge or in any other manner discriminate against any employee because such employee has filed any complaint or instituted or caused to be instituted any proceeding under [the FLSA] . . . .”\(^1\) A person is defined as any “individual, partnership, association, corporation, business trust, legal representative, or any organized group of persons.”\(^1\) Therefore, when J-1 workers complain about violations of their FLSA rights both the employer and the sponsor would be prohibited from retaliating against them.\(^1\)

2. Access to Counsel
Finding a lawyer may be difficult for J-1 workers due to language barriers, cultural differences, geographic isolation, and for some subcategories, the duration of their time in the United States. Moreover, because many J-1 workers are placed in low-wage jobs and the duration of their job is relatively short, the amount of money owed may be small in comparison to the cost and complication of transnational litigation. If there are a large number of workers with the same claims, it may be possible for an attorney to pursue a collective or class action lawsuit, making the effort more fruitful.

A) Federally-funded Legal Services
Federally funded legal services organizations offer free representation to clients but may only help certain classes of foreign individuals.\textsuperscript{105} In most cases, J-1 exchange visitors will not be eligible. There is an exception if the individual is a victim of domestic violence, human trafficking or another crime.\textsuperscript{106}
IV. SUMMER WORK TRAVEL

Summer Work Travel (SWT) is a J-1 subcategory for foreign college and university students, providing the opportunity to experience U.S. culture.\textsuperscript{107} As its name implies, this experience includes both work and travel. The regulations specify that the work component should be in a job that requires minimal training and is “seasonal or temporary” in order to earn funds to help defray a portion of the exchange visitor’s expense.\textsuperscript{108} The Summer Work Travel category has an annual cap of 109,000 J-1 visas per year.\textsuperscript{109} In 2012, there were 91,763 participants in the J-1 SWT category.\textsuperscript{110}
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A. EXCHANGE VISITOR REQUIREMENTS

To qualify for the program, students must be proficient in English; enrolled full-time at an accredited post-secondary, classroom-based, academic institution physically located outside the United States; and must have successfully completed at least one semester.\textsuperscript{111}

Under SWT, students may work in the U.S. for up to four months during their vacation break between academic years.\textsuperscript{112} As with the other J-1 categories, an applicant’s first step is to find a sponsor. Students submit their visa applications directly to a U.S. consulate or embassy post abroad. In 2010, DOS initiated a complaint intake system. Sponsors must provide J-1 workers under the SWT category with phone numbers to complain to their sponsors as well as a pamphlet describing their rights.
B. SPONSOR OBLIGATIONS

As with all the J-1 categories, sponsors administer nearly every aspect of the program. Sponsors must recruit, screen and select the foreign students to participate; provide participants with orientation prior to leaving their home countries; place participants in jobs; regularly monitor the students’ participation; promptly inform DHS via SEVIS when there are changes in the students’ whereabouts; and confirm that host employers are meeting their program obligations too. As of May 2012, there were 49 designated SWT program sponsors.

1. THIRD PARTIES

SWT program sponsors depend on third parties to assist in fulfilling core programmatic functions. Approximately 960 different overseas agents and partners helped with the screening of foreign participants and the orientation that were conducted outside of the U.S. in 2011. Domestic organizations may assist with promoting mutual understanding (i.e., providing opportunities for participants to engage in cultural activities), while host employers offer job placement for the students and must pay them according to work agreement terms and applicable employment laws.

Even though third-party entities are necessary to the functioning of the J-1 SWT program, the regulations do not apply directly to them. Instead, the sponsors are responsible for conducting due diligence in vetting all third parties, sometimes obtaining written and executed agreements, and establishing internal controls to be certain that obligations are met.

A) FOREIGN RECRUITERS

Sponsors have a number of responsibilities with respect to foreign entities that may help with screening workers and providing orientation. Sponsors must annually review business licenses; check for pending legal actions, bankruptcies or complaints; and obtain criminal background checks on all owners and officers, written references from three current business associates, a notarized copy of recent financial statements, and any advertising materials used to recruit workers. Sponsors also need to summarize each foreign partner's experience facilitating aspects of the J-1 program.

1) RECRUITMENT MATERIALS

Sponsors must keep copies of all foreign recruitment materials in their original language together with a copy translated into English. The Department of State explained the rationale for this rule in the background notes accompanying the 2012 final interim rule:

The foreign entities’ initial outreach to potential program participants sets the stage for participants’ expectations about the Summer Work Travel Program. Sponsors must be aware of what the foreign entities are posting on web sites, communicating through social media, and distributing in printed materials to ensure the information conforms to the
purpose and intent of the program and meets regulatory requirements. It is important, for example, that the cultural exchange aspects of the program are accentuated, and that students’ expectations about how much money they can earn are realistic.\textsuperscript{120}

2) \textbf{SPONSOR CONTRACTS WITH FOREIGN RECRUITERS}

Additionally, sponsors must obtain written and executed agreements with any foreign entity that is working with the sponsor. These agreements must:

- Outline the obligations of and the full relationship between the parties;
- Delineate responsibilities;
- Include price lists for the program marketed by the sponsor and itemize all costs charged to participants;
- Affirm that the foreign entity “will not engage in, permit the use of, or otherwise cooperate or contract with other third parties . . . for the purpose of outsourcing any core programmatic functions of screening and orientation covered by the agreement;” and
- Confirm that the foreign entity will neither pay nor provide incentives to employers in the U.S. to accept program participants for job placements.\textsuperscript{121}

The requirement for sponsors to itemize the costs that participants must pay to participate in the SWT program went into effect in 2012.\textsuperscript{122} DOS was concerned about the exorbitant costs that some program participants had allegedly been paying to work in minimum wage jobs.\textsuperscript{123} Indeed, the purpose of the rule is to “protect participants, sponsors, and the integrity of the program.”\textsuperscript{124} However, while recruiters are now required to reveal the amount of recruitment fees, the DOS’s regulatory framework does not limit the fee amounts.

\begin{center}
\textbf{DIGGING DEEPER: THE FOREIGN ENTITY REPORT}
\end{center}

Sponsors must electronically report to DOS certain information pertaining to all active foreign agents or partners on the Foreign Entity Report. This report is maintained by DOS as a SharePoint site which lists the designated U.S. sponsors and their affiliated local, third-party agents/recruiters in each country where they are located.\textsuperscript{125} Sponsors are required to reveal names, contact information, physical and mailing addresses, telephone numbers, and email addresses, and then update the report with any changes in information.\textsuperscript{126} The regulations further mandate that:

\begin{quote}
Sponsors must utilize only vetted foreign entities identified in the Foreign Entity Report . . . and must inform the Department promptly when and why they have canceled contractual arrangements with foreign entities.\textsuperscript{127}
\end{quote}

Sponsors must annually update the records and credentials of the foreign entities.\textsuperscript{128} U.S. diplomats and foreign service officers abroad are instructed to “share information about misconduct by local [foreign] third-party entities with the Office of Fraud Prevention Programs (FPP), the Post Liaison Division (CA/VO/F/P), and the ECA Office of Coordination and Compliance so that ECA can review and take appropriate action.”\textsuperscript{129} Indeed, the “designated U.S. sponsor could lose its authorization to be an exchange visitor sponsor if inappropriate or illegal practices are discovered.”\textsuperscript{130}
B) DOMESTIC THIRD-PARTY RECRUITERS
Sponsors must take care to choose only reputable individuals or organizations that have liability insurance to assist with cultural understanding opportunities. If the entity is a registered business, the sponsor must make direct contact to verify the business owner and contact information for the manager, confirm that it is a viable business entity utilizing publicly available information, and obtain copies of the business license. Written agreements between sponsors and any U.S. partners must outline the obligations and full responsibilities of the parties and delineate the parties’ respective responsibilities.

C) HOST EMPLOYERS
Sponsors have to vet all host employers to confirm they are legitimate and reputable businesses. The regulations require sponsors to directly contact employers to verify contact information, obtain and verify an employer’s tax identification number, obtain copies of their business license and workers’ compensation policy, and utilize publicly available information to confirm that jobs will be at reputable business entities.

Furthermore, sponsors must check the number of job placements available, be certain that employers have not experienced layoffs in the past 120 days and do not have workers on lockout or strike, and determine that the placement of SWT participants will not displace U.S. workers.

2. JOB PLACEMENT
Sponsors must screen all job placements for SWT participants by verifying the terms and conditions of employment and vetting the employers. Sponsors are responsible for confirming both initial jobs that are directly placed by the sponsor prior to the participant’s arrival as well as additional or replacement jobs that participants may obtain once they are in the United States. Sponsors must vet all new host employers within 72 hours after the participant arrives in the United States and identifies a job.

When DOS updated the J-1 SWT rules in 2012, the agency reaffirmed that sponsors’ core function is matching participants with job opportunities. Sponsors may not delegate job placement to a third-party recruiter. While another recruiter may provide “leads for potential jobs,” only the sponsor may determine the suitability of a placement. Given the ancillary role that recruiters may play in job placement, however, the regulations prohibit both sponsors and recruiters from giving incentives to host employers for accepting the exchange visitors they sponsor.

A) TYPES OF JOBS
SWT participants may only work in jobs that are seasonal and temporary in nature and that provide opportunities for regular interaction with U.S. citizens to allow for experiencing U.S. culture. Employment is seasonal if the “required service is tied to a certain time of the year by an event or pattern” and additional workers are needed beyond usual levels. Employment is temporary if an “employer’s need for the duties to be performed is a one-time occurrence, a peak load need, or an intermittent need. It
is the nature of the employers’ needs, not the nature of the duties that is controlling.”

However, sponsors may not place participants with employers seeking to fill non-seasonal and non-temporary jobs with exchange visitors who have “staggered vacation schedules.”

Sponsors need to make certain that participants have opportunities to “work alongside U.S. citizens and interact regularly with U.S. citizens to experience U.S. culture during the workday.” Indeed, “sponsors must consider the cultural component in all placement decisions.” Sponsors are required to use caution to not match SWT students in jobs “frequently associated with trafficking in persons.” Sponsors may place participants with staffing agencies only when that agency is the employer and pays the participant, provides on-site job supervision, and effectively controls the work site.

1) PROHIBITED JOBS

Some specific jobs are actually banned by the SWT regulations. In 2012, the list of off-limits positions expanded to sixteen including: positions in private homes; jobs related to clinical patient care, any position in the adult entertainment industry; jobs that require work hours at night; jobs declared hazardous to youth, jobs that are substantially commission-based; any position involved in gaming or gambling, pest control, distribution centers, traveling fairs; any position where there is another specific J category, such as camp counselors; and any position in agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction, construction and manufacturing.

DIGGING DEEPER: ALASKA FISHERIES

As of 2013, J-1 Summer Work Travel participants are not allowed to work in Alaska’s seafood processing industry. For many years, fisheries had been hiring foreign workers through SWT, despite high youth unemployment rates in the U.S. Among other problems, many sponsors and employers had been taking advantage of the work component of the Summer Work Travel program to the complete exclusion of any cultural activities. For example, a recruiter for Leader Creek Fishing, a fish processing company in Nakenak, Alaska, bluntly told prospective student workers that they must be able to work “up to 16 hours a day” and that “there’s really nothing to do in Nakenak, other than work.”

The timing of the regulations banning SWT in fisheries was controversial. When DOS announced that the change would take place during the summer of 2012, the seafood industry and the entire Alaskan legislative delegation lobbied against the prohibition. These efforts emphasized the central importance of J-1 students in filling labor shortages. According to Alaska Senator Lisa Murkowski, the industry did not “believe it could recruit U.S. workers in numbers to fill the void left by the loss of J-1 participants.” DOS recognized the hardship of the last minute rule and delayed its implementation until the summer of 2013.

B) TIMING OF JOB PLACEMENT AND CONFIRMATION

Most participants will have a job in place prior to their travel to the United States. Whether a sponsor must prearrange a job depends on whether the participant’s country of origin is counted among the countries in the Visa Waiver Program (VWP). The vast majority of SWT participants are nationals of non-VWP countries who must be placed in jobs in advance of their travel to the United States.
Nevertheless, sponsors oftentimes match SWT workers from VWP countries with jobs prior to their departure. If a sponsor does not directly place a worker with a job prior to her departure, she may look for a job on her own once she arrives in the United States. However, the sponsor must guarantee that VWP workers receive “information that explains how to seek employment and secure lodging” in the U.S. and clearly identifies the types of jobs allowed under the SWT program rules. Workers notify the sponsors immediately after they find a job, and they cannot actually start work until the sponsor vets the host employer, which happens within 72 hours. Furthermore, the sponsor must check that workers bring enough money with them to support themselves during their job search. If the worker does not find a job within a week, the sponsor will assist with the job search.

DIGGING DEEPER: VISA WAIVER PROGRAM

The Visa Waiver Program (VWP) allows nationals of certain countries to travel to the United States for tourism or business for a stay of up to 90 days without obtaining a visa. The Department of State maintains a list of countries eligible for VWP. For purposes of the J-1 SWT program, the VWP is only significant in that workers from listed countries need not be placed in jobs prior to their arrival in the United States: participants from VWP countries may find their own jobs. This is the only difference between VWP and non-VWP SWT workers. Sponsors must still confirm and vet their jobs, however, to make sure host employers and students are following J-1 program rules.

C) CHANGING JOBS

When workers wish to change jobs, sponsors should not pose obstacles. In promulgating the 2012 rules, the Department of State explained that while “sponsors are required to make reasonable efforts to find replacement jobs for participants, under certain circumstances, it would be appropriate for sponsors to end (not terminate) programs of participants for whom subsequent suitable jobs cannot reasonably be arranged.” The distinction between ending and terminating a participant’s program is significant because participants who end the work portion of their programs early may travel in the U.S. before they return home, while those with terminated programs may not.

3. WAGES

SWT exchange visitors must be compensated at the higher of the applicable federal, state or local minimum wage, including overtime pay if required, or the wages and benefits equal to what is paid to similarly situated U.S. employees. If the wage rate is based on a piece rate measure, the hourly wages still must equal at least the highest required wage. If the exchange visitors do not earn that required wage while working on a piece rate basis, the employer must supplement earnings accordingly.

When host employers provide housing or daily transportation, details of those arrangements must be made clear to the workers ahead of time. If the housing and transportation are considered part of the compensation package, the market value of the benefits must be clear. All deductions from wages must be detailed ahead of time and in compliance with the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). The FLSA requires that any deductions be voluntary and not include a profit to the host employer or “any
affiliated person.” Sponsors should inform the workers of these rights and give appropriate assistance when issues arise.

4. HOST EMPLOYER COOPERATION
Sponsors may place workers only with host employers that agree to do the following:

- Make a good faith effort to provide the number of hours of paid employment per week as identified on their job offers;
- Pay overtime when required under state and federal law;
- If housing and transportation are provided, provide “suitable and acceptable accommodations” and “reliable, affordable and convenient transportation;”
- Notify sponsors promptly when participants arrive and begin work, when there are any changes in the job placement, when participants are not meeting the job requirements, and when participants leave their placements early; and
- Contact sponsors immediately if there is an emergency involving a participant or any issue with health, safety or welfare.

There are no other requirements for employers in the SWT regulations. While the SWT program’s integrity rests on host employers’ paying their employees in accordance with the law, the Department of State does not regulate the employers. The agency has passed that responsibility to sponsors to ensure that host employers fairly compensate SWT participants for their work.

A) SPONSOR OVERSIGHT OF HOST EMPLOYER COOPERATION
Sponsors are required to, at minimum, have monthly personal contact with participants. In order to confirm that participants are working sufficient hours, sponsors should have monthly contact with participants to inquire about their job satisfaction and financial state. “If conditions are such that participants simply are not earning enough money to cover their basic expenses, it is incumbent upon the sponsors to assist them in finding new or additional jobs.”

Sponsors should establish internal controls to ensure employers comply with the law. If a sponsor “has reason to suspect that a participant is not being compensated in accordance with Federal, State or local law, the sponsor must contact the appropriate authorities, including, but not limited to the U.S. Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division.”

B) FORM DS-7007 IN LIEU OF CONTRACT
SWT workers are employees at will unless they have an employment contract. Sponsors are required to inform participants about the terms and conditions of the host employer’s job offer to “ensure that the participants’ expectations are in line with the jobs and conditions that they will encounter.”

5. CULTURAL EXCHANGE ACTIVITIES
Participants in SWT must be provided with the opportunity to “engage in cultural events outside of work.” Some examples of cultural exchange opportunities include
attendance at community events and excursions to national parks, historical sites, major cities and scenic areas.\textsuperscript{178} DOS has acknowledged that some sponsors, participants, and host employers lose “sight of the center cultural exchange focus” and that “solely work-based cultural exposure is insufficient.”\textsuperscript{179} Sponsors are responsible for planning activities that provide exposure to U.S. culture and may only delegate this core program function to domestic third-party entities that the sponsors have vetted.\textsuperscript{180}

6. Sponsor Reporting Requirements
Sponsors have several reporting requirements. Twice a year, sponsors submit to DOS a report of all placements, including the workers’ names, SEVIS identification numbers, nationalities, and all their host employers.\textsuperscript{181} Annually, sponsors submit the participant price list, itemizing breakdowns of the costs that workers must pay to both foreign agents and sponsors to participate in SWT.\textsuperscript{182}

Sponsors are required to continually maintain their list of foreign partners on the Foreign Entity Report whenever there is updated information.\textsuperscript{183} If a sponsor cancels contractual arrangements with an entity listed in the Report, it must disclose the reason.\textsuperscript{184}

C. History of Worker Exploitation in SWT Category
In 2010, following media reports of J-1 students suffering employment abuse while on the job, there was a push for a thorough review of SWT from high-level government officials.\textsuperscript{185} In 2011, the Department of State promulgated new SWT regulations to address concerns about worker exploitation – but many argued those regulatory changes did not go far enough. The agency again revised the SWT rules and they took effect incrementally in May and November 2012.

While worker advocates agree that the 2012 SWT rules improved protections for workers, some economists argue they were still inadequate. As a 2014 Southern Poverty Law Center report points out, the 2013 Department of State Trafficking in Persons report noted that the many weaknesses in the J-1 program – including fraudulent job offers, inappropriate positions, and housing and transportation issues – are such that the J-1 Summer Work Travel Program “can potentially facilitate human trafficking.”\textsuperscript{186}

In March 2015, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) also released a report on the SWT program. The report finds that while the Department of State had taken steps to protect SWT participants from abuse and the program from misuse, as in the 2012 SWT rules, increased oversight is still needed to make sure exchange visitors are not required to pay exorbitant program costs, to improve transparency, and to improve the Department of State’s ability to enforce cultural exchange requirements.
DIGGING DEEPER: J-1 SWT LABOR EXPLOITATION

In the summer of 2011, nearly 400 J-1 workers arrived at a Hershey’s chocolate plant in Pennsylvania from countries as diverse as China, Ghana, Ukraine, and Turkey. Despite the cultural exchange purpose of the J-1 SWT program, the students at Hershey labored under isolated conditions, lifting boxes weighing 60 pounds every few seconds, often through the night. They were housed in overcrowded apartments and earned approximately $1 to $3.50 per hour due to deductions for rent and other exorbitant fees. The Hershey case echoed the abuses uncovered the previous year by an Associated Press investigation. In that investigation, nearly 70 SWT participants in ten different states were interviewed. Most expressed frustration. The reporters uncovered cases of students forced to turn to homeless shelters or churches for free meals. These events were not an anomaly. Indeed, many cases failed to attract public attention because of threats of termination and deportation by sponsors and employers. For example, six Russian students were fired from their lifeguard jobs at condominium swimming pools after they complained about illegal wage deductions, including excessive housing fees. Another student from Ukraine testified before Congress in 2007 that instead of waitressing and taking English classes in Virginia as she had been promised, she was forced to work in a strip club in Detroit.

The 2014 report by the Southern Poverty Law Center cited numerous cases in which students contracted through the J-1 SWT program were forced to work brutally long schedules engaged in manual labor for minimal pay, and made clear that the program’s lack of oversight virtually eliminated wage protections for these workers. For example, one student from Peru received weekly wages under $200 to clean motel rooms 67 hours a week after exorbitant housing deductions. In 2013, a group of J-1 students staged a strike outside the Harrisburg, Pennsylvania McDonalds franchise where they were employed. One of the organizers, a student from Argentina, explained that after going into debt to pay the $3,000 in fees to get the J-1 visa, he and seven other students were crammed into a tiny basement, charged $300 a month for those cramped living quarters, only given 25 hours of the 40 hours of work they were promised, and threatened with deportation if they complained.
V. CAMP COUNSELORS
The J-1 exchange visitor program has a subcategory designated for camp counselors.193 Participants must be at least 18-years-old and be a college student, youth worker, teacher or possess special skills. The maximum duration of employment is four months. The Department of State publishes only rudimentary information about the camp counselor program. In 2012, 18,130 camp counselors came to the U.S. with J-1 visas. The states with the most J-1 camp counselors were New York, Pennsylvania, Maine, Massachusetts and California. With the exception of California and Wisconsin, the top ten states for camp counselors were all in the eastern portion of United States.

A. SPONSOR OBLIGATIONS
The Department of State has designated 24 sponsors to place camp counselors in jobs throughout the United States. Prior to their arrival, all counselors must be interviewed.
and placed at summer camps that are accredited, affiliated with a nationally recognized nonprofit organization, a member of the American Camping Association, or inspected and approved by the sponsor. No labor market test is required before hiring foreign camp counselors. Sponsors should provide orientation to the counselors before they arrive. This should include an explanation of duties and responsibilities as a camp counselor, any contractual obligations, and the amount of compensation.

B. EMPLOYMENT TERMS
With respect to wages and working conditions, J-1 exchange visitor counselors must receive “pay and benefits commensurate” with U.S. workers at the camp. They should not be employed as administrative personnel, cooks, dishwashers, or janitors. The regulations do not require that camp counselors have an employment contract. While state and federal worker protection laws generally apply to J-1 exchange visitors, most camp employers are exempt from the basic wage and hour requirements established in the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA).

DIGGING DEEPER: CAMP COUNSELORS AND THE FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT
Under the FLSA, an employer does not need to pay minimum or overtime wages to any workers employed by a camp organization if it does not operate for more than seven months in any calendar year, or if during the preceding calendar year, its average receipts for any six months of such year were not more than 33% of its average receipts for the other six months of such year. This exemption is often referred to as the “seasonal recreation and amusement exemption.” The analyses are fact-specific, especially if the employer operates camps at multiple locations.

C. LITTLE-KNOWN CAMP COUNSELORS VULNERABLE TO ABUSE
Camp counselors appear to be the least regulated and the least studied of all the J-1 categories. The fact that there are few reported cases of camp counselor abuse does not mean that problems do not exist. In fact, some J-1 camp counselors have been identified as potential victims of human trafficking. Several advocates offer additional stories of J-1 camp counselors performing only janitorial or food service tasks or working up to 80 hours per week for a fixed salary of just a few thousand dollars for the summer. Because government studies and advocacy reports are difficult to find, the extent of labor abuse in this category is uncharted. Rural geographic isolation, no telephones in the camp, lack of knowledge about employment rights, and the relatively short time on the job all contribute to camp counselors’ acute vulnerability.
VI. TRAINEES AND INTERNS

The J-1 category for trainees and subcategory for interns is intended to develop skills in their specific occupational field through participation in structured work-based training and internship programs “and to improve participants’ knowledge of American techniques, methodologies, and technology.” The Department of State has one set of specialized regulations for the J-1 trainee and intern exchange visitor programs. The program is supposed to enhance both the foreign workers’ understanding of U.S. society and their U.S. colleagues’ knowledge of foreign cultures “through an open interchange of ideas.” As with every J-1 exchange program, the idea is for participants to return home and share their experiences. In 2012, there were 9,118 J-1 trainees and 23,376 interns.

This chart ranks the top ten state placements for interns and then shows the number of trainees for those states. There may be other states that have more trainees but they are not in the top ten intern states.

Source: U.S. Department of State, Facts and Figures, available at http://jvisa.state.gov/basics/facts-and-figures/ (November 2015). Note that as of November 2015 only 2014 data was available. The 2012 data was captured off the site in March 2015. No data from any other year has been available since January 2013.
A. TRAINEE AND INTERN REQUIREMENTS
Trainees and interns must speak English and have the financial wherewithal to support themselves for their entire stay in the United States. To qualify as a trainee, workers must either (1) have a degree or professional certificate from a foreign post-secondary academic institution and at least one year of prior related work experience in the field outside the United States; or (2) five years of work experience in their occupational field acquired outside the United States. Interns must be “currently enrolled full-time and pursuing studies in their advanced chosen career field at a degree- or certificate-granting post-secondary academic institution outside the United States or graduated from such an institution no more than 12 months prior to their exchange visitor program begin date.”

1. DISTINGUISHING TRAINEES AND INTERNS
Even though trainees and interns are counted as two distinct groups, the same set of J-1 program regulations apply to both. The two programs have slight differences. For example, J-1 trainees possess a post-secondary degree while interns are currently enrolled students. J-1 visas for trainees are generally valid for up to 18 months, while J-1 intern visas are valid for up to 12 months.

J-1 Trainee and Intern Differences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualifications</th>
<th>Trainee</th>
<th>Intern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree or professional certificate from a foreign post-secondary institution + 1 year of prior related work experience outside the U.S. or 5 years of work experience in their field outside the U.S.</td>
<td>Currently enrolled full-time and pursuing studies in their advanced chosen career field at a degree- or certificate-granting post-secondary institution outside the U.S. or graduated within 12 months of internship start date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Bona fide training</th>
<th>Work-based learning to gain entry level experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T/IPP</th>
<th>Divided into phases, for each phase describe methodology of training and chronology or syllabus</th>
<th>Describe role of intern, identify areas where intern will work and specific tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Maximum duration         | 18 months 12 months for hospitality and tourism 12 months for agriculture; 18 months in agriculture allowed if original T/IPP includes 6 months of classroom study | 12 months |

Source: 22 C.F.R. § 62.22.
B. SPONSOR OBLIGATIONS
The Department of State has authorized 89 trainee sponsors and 75 intern sponsors. Many of these sponsors have been designated to place both trainees and interns. Sponsors are charged with monitoring all aspects of the program, including selection, orientation and placement. Sponsors conduct site visits of small first-time employers to determine whether they are “sufficiently educated on the goals, objectives, and regulations” of the program. Sponsors are required to periodically evaluate trainees and interns and confirm that they are working full-time and receiving necessary training and guidance.

1. JOB PLACEMENT
Upon acceptance by the sponsor, trainees and interns are matched with an employer. The program is documented in an individualized Training/Internship Placement Plan (T/IPP), Form DS–7002. The T/IPP details the internship or training location, whether there will be phases or rotations through different departments, specific job duties, skills to be learned, and the amount and manner of compensation. The T/IPP is completed by both the sponsor and the employer, and then signed by the sponsor, employer and trainee or intern. Once both the T/IPP and Form DS-2019 have been issued, the trainee or intern applies for the J-1 visa. The details of each job placement are thus set prior to departure for the U.S.

A) TYPES OF JOBS
The ten occupations eligible for J-1 training and internships cover almost every profession.

- Agriculture, forestry, and fishing
- Arts and culture
- Construction and building trades
- Education, social sciences, library science, counseling and social services
- Health related occupations
- Hospitality and tourism
- Information media and communications
- Management, business, commerce and finance
- Public administration and law
- Sciences, engineering, architecture, mathematics, and industrial occupations

Trainees and interns are specifically barred from working in jobs that involve child or elder care, any position in which the duties involve more than 20% clerical work, any clinical or medical work, or any position that could put the Department of State into “notoriety or disrepute.” Additionally, J-1 training and internship programs “must not be used as substitutes for ordinary employment or work purposes; nor may they be used under any circumstances to displace American workers.” The Department of State published a list of 49 occupations that are prohibited, including hotel and motel...
cleaners, cashiers, groundskeepers, janitors, dining room attendants, receptionists, assemblers, and short order cooks.\textsuperscript{222}

\begin{center}
\textbf{DIGGING DEEPER: UNSKILLED LABOR}
\end{center}

In reality, trainees and interns have often been employed “in fast food service restaurants, convenience stores, and in other similar counter service positions.”\textsuperscript{223} The Department of Homeland Security even reported that dairies in Florida were “exploiting the J-1 trainees for cheap labor and in most cases were not concerned with actually training them beyond what was necessary to perform their work.”\textsuperscript{224} Many internships that require work in the hospitality and tourism field amount to unskilled labor.\textsuperscript{225} Notwithstanding this clear prohibition on work in these entry-level, casual jobs, J-1 trainees and interns are routinely placed in them. For example, in the T/IPP for hospitality and tourism interns and trainees, housekeeping tasks are listed under the guise of rotating through different aspects of the hotel industry. The regulations do contemplate “rotations through several departments.”\textsuperscript{226} However, if a trainee or intern in the hospitality and tourism occupational track is on a program of at least six months, there must be at least three “functional or departmental” rotations.\textsuperscript{227} The rules do not specify the length of each rotation.

Regardless, some employers ignore the individual T/IPPs. In one Florida case, the hospitality trainee’s T/IPP included rotations in orientation, housekeeping, front desk and advance guest services, each with a specific duration and description.\textsuperscript{228} However, in reality, the trainee spent the entire program period working in housekeeping.\textsuperscript{229} This also happened with hospitality trainees and interns in South Carolina who worked full time in the dining hall as bus boys, even though their T/IPPs had defined other roles for them.\textsuperscript{230}

B) DISPLACING U.S. WORKERS

The J-1 regulations clearly prohibit placing trainees and interns in positions instead of U.S. workers.\textsuperscript{231} However, no mechanism is set up to ensure compliance with this prohibition, other than to simply not place interns and trainees in any of the forty-nine unskilled occupations.\textsuperscript{232}

2. VETTING THIRD-PARTY RECRUITERS AND EMPLOYERS

As with other J-1 subcategories, the functioning of the trainee and intern program relies upon third parties to recruit and hire the J-1 workers. Yet, DOS does not directly regulate them. Instead sponsors are trusted to make sure rules are followed.\textsuperscript{233}

Sponsors must vet third-party recruiters and host employers and enter into written and signed contracts with any entity acting on the sponsor’s behalf.\textsuperscript{234} Any failure by a third party to comply with the regulations is imputed to the sponsor.\textsuperscript{235} DOS may sanction the sponsor for a third party’s noncompliance with program rules, but it is not clear that this has ever happened.

A) HOST EMPLOYERS

Sponsors must “adequately screen all potential host organizations” by obtaining the employer’s tax identification number and verifying telephone numbers, address, professional activities, and workers’ compensation insurance.\textsuperscript{236} Sponsors must then make sure that host organizations do a number of things:\textsuperscript{237}

- Verify that all placements are appropriate and consistent with the objectives outlined in their T/IPPs;
• Notify sponsors about any concerns with, deviations from or changes in the training or intern program;
• Certify that any training and internship programs in the field of agriculture comply with both the Fair Labor Standards Act and the Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act;238
• Obey all safety and health laws; and
• Adhere to State Department regulations.

Because these regulations are not directly applicable to the host organization, the remedy for any violations is the State Department sanctioning or decertifying the sponsor.

B) FOREIGN RECRUITERS
If a sponsor uses a foreign third party to recruit workers, it must ascertain whether the entity is legitimate “within the context of their home country environment.”239 Written agreements with foreign recruiters must indicate that they are trained in all aspects of the program and include their “annually updated price lists” of costs to the participants.240

D. TRAINEES, INTERNS AND THE FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT
The fact that an individual works on a J-1 intern or trainee visa does not preclude treatment as an employee under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). Internships and training programs in the for-profit private sector almost always amount to employment under the FLSA and therefore must be paid according to its minimum wage and overtime provisions. Under the FLSA, an “employee” is “any individual employed by an employer.”241 “Employ” means “suffer or permit to work.”242 Therefore, all individuals who are “suffered or permitted” to work must be compensated for the services they provide for their employer. This definition is very broad.'
DIGGING DEEPER: NARROW CIRCUMSTANCES ALLOW UNPAID INTERNSHIPS

Nevertheless, under certain narrow circumstances, trainees and interns are not considered employees. The inquiry is fact-specific. There are six factors used to determine whether an intern or trainee is not within the definition of employee and thus not covered by the FLSA:

- Training is similar to that which would be given in a vocational school, even though it includes actual operation of the facilities of the employer;
- Training is for the benefit of the trainee;
- Trainees do not displace regular employees, but work under close observation;
- Employer who provides the training derives no immediate advantage from the activities of the trainees and on occasion his operations may actually be impeded;
- Trainees are not necessarily entitled to a job at the completion of the training period; and
- Employer and trainees understand that the trainees are not entitled to wages for the time spent in training.

Generally, the more a program is structured around an academic experience, the more likely the internship will be viewed as an extension of the individual’s education rather than an employment relationship. If the skills developed can be used in multiple settings, as opposed to just for the employer’s operation, it is more likely the intern or trainee is not an employee under the FLSA. However, if the program is a mere continuation of the employer’s actual operations, and the employer benefits from a trainee performing productive work, then the fact that they may be receiving some benefits in the form of a new skill or improved work habits does not exclude them from the FLSA. Furthermore, if an employer uses trainees to augment its existing workforce, they are employees.

There is a different rule for trainees or interns who are also non-profit volunteers. The FLSA makes a special exception under certain circumstances for individuals who volunteer to perform services for a state or local government agency and for individuals who volunteer for humanitarian purposes for private non-profit food banks. WHD also recognizes an exception for individuals who volunteer their time, freely and without anticipation of compensation for religious, charitable, civic, or humanitarian purposes to non-profit organizations. Unpaid internships in the public sector and for non-profit charitable organizations, where the intern volunteers without expectation of compensation, are generally permissible. WHD is reviewing the need for additional guidance on internships in the public and non-profit sector.

U.S. TEMPORARY FOREIGN WORKER VISAS: J-1
VII. AU PAIRS

The J-1 nonimmigrant visa program has a specific category for au pairs. Au pairs live with host families and provide in-home childcare. J-1 visas for au pairs are initially valid for one year, and extensions are usually available. As with other J-1 visas, private sponsor organizations are designated by DOS to administer all aspects of the program: au pairs and host families are recruited, selected, matched and trained by sponsors. In 2012, 13,789 au pairs worked in the U.S. under the J-1 program. The majority of au pairs were placed in just six states. Nearly half of all au pairs work in either the New York or DC metro regional areas.

![J-1 Au Pair Placement by Top States - 2014](image)

Source: U.S. Department of State, Facts and Figures, available at [http://j1visa.state.gov/basics/facts-and-figures](http://j1visa.state.gov/basics/facts-and-figures) (November 2015). Note that as of November 2015 only 2014 data was available. The 2012 data was captured off the site in March 2015. No data from any other year has been available since January 2013.
A. AU PAIR REQUIREMENTS
Individuals between the ages of 18 and 26 may be au pairs if they speak English proficiently, are physically capable of taking care of children, and successfully pass a criminal background check and personality profile.\textsuperscript{248} Once selected, the sponsor matches an au pair with a host family.

B. EMPLOYMENT TERMS
Au pairs may work up to 10 hours per day but no more than 45 hours per week.\textsuperscript{249} The host family must provide free room and board.\textsuperscript{250} Au pairs must be allowed one and a half days off per week, a full weekend off each month, and two weeks paid vacation.\textsuperscript{251} In addition, the host family pays up to $500 towards classes at a post-secondary school and au pairs enroll in at least 6 semester hours during their stay.\textsuperscript{252} The regulations set out different rules for EduCare au pairs, who care exclusively for school-age children who attend school five full days a week. Weekly work hours for EduCare au pairs must not exceed 30 hours. All au pairs must be paid in compliance with all applicable federal and state minimum wage laws.\textsuperscript{253}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & Au Pair & EduCare Au Pair \\
\hline
Education requirement & 6 semester hrs during 12 mos & 12 semester hours during 12 mos \\
\hline
Host family contribution to education & $500 & $1,000 \\
\hline
Hours per day & 10 hrs per day & 10 \\
\hline
Hours per week & 45 hrs per week & 30 \\
\hline
Compensation & Weekly rate in compliance with FLSA & 75% of weekly rate paid to non-EduCare au pairs \\
\hline
Days off & 1.5 days off per week, plus 1 complete wknd per month & 1.5 days off per week, plus 1 complete wknd per month \\
\hline
Paid vacation & 2 weeks & 2 weeks \\
\hline
Age of children in the home & Children must be at least 2 yrs old unless au pair has at least 200 hrs of infant child care experience & Children must be older than pre-school unless alternative full-time care for pre-schoolers \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Differences between Au Pairs and EduCare Au Pairs}
\end{table}


C. EMPLOYER REQUIREMENTS
A family that wants to employ an au pair must proceed through a DOS designated sponsor. Adults in the host family's household must be U.S. citizens or legal permanent
residents, be fluent in English, pass a criminal background investigation and have financial wherewithal to pay their au pairs to required weekly stipend. Once approved by the sponsor, the sponsors usually charge the host family a fee, which is paid to the sponsor – in November 2015, the average fee ranges from $7,000 to $8,000. The sponsor facilitates the match between the host family and the au pair, and purportedly handles logistics for the au pair’s immigration applications, training, and travel to the United States.

D. AU PAIRS AND THE FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT

J-1 au pair program regulations explicitly state that wage payments must comply with the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), the federal law covering minimum and overtime wages. Au pairs must be compensated at “a weekly rate based upon 45 hours of child care services per week and paid in conformance with the requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act as interpreted and implemented by the United States Department of Labor (USDOL).” The USDOL may enforce the FLSA with respect to any employer, including host families. Under the FLSA, au pair workers have the same rights as any employees to sue their employers in federal court when they are not paid in accord with the law.

The J-1 program regulations do not contemplate any direct role for the Department of State in monitoring compliance with the FLSA. Rather, sponsors are required to file an annual report with the Department of State including “a summation of all complaints regarding host family or au pair participation in the program, specifying the nature of the complaint, its resolution, and whether any unresolved complaints are outstanding.” If documented evidence shows that a sponsor fails to “enforce and monitor host family’s compliance with the stipend and hours requirements set forth in [the wages and hours provisions] of this section,” DOS may sanction a sponsor and revoke its program designation.

1. WAGES, HOURS, AND STATE LAW

Employers must comply with all federal, state and local employment laws when employing J-1 exchange visitors under the au pair program. Under the FLSA, domestic workers who reside in the household where they work are entitled to the same hourly minimum wage as employees. Generally, live-in domestic workers are exempt from federal overtime requirements.

The Department of State has stated that in addition to complying with federal minimum wage laws, au pair sponsors are required to ensure employer compliance with applicable state and local laws, “including any state minimum wage requirements.” Therefore, in states where the minimum wage is higher than the federal minimum wage, au pairs must be paid at least the state minimum wage for each hour worked unless there is a specific state exemption. In March 2015, several au pairs filed a class action lawsuit against sponsor agencies, claiming that the sponsors maintain artificially low wages and break federal and state minimum wage laws. As of November 2015, that lawsuit is still pending.
2. COUNTING THE HOURS WORKED
The FLSA regulations do not require the employer to keep track of the number of actual hours worked by the au pair. Rather, the host family just needs to keep “a copy of the agreement and indicate that the employee's work time generally coincides with the agreement.”264 If “there is a significant deviation from the initial agreement, a separate record should be kept for that period or a new agreement should be reached that reflects the actual facts.”265

The amount of sleeping time, mealtime and other periods of complete freedom from all duties is generally not included as time worked. However, for periods of free time to be excluded from hours worked, the periods must be of sufficient duration to enable the employee to make effective use of the time. If the sleeping time, meal periods or other periods of free time are interrupted by work duties, the entire on-call time must be counted as hours worked.266

**DIGGING DEEPER: DEMOGRAPHIC SHIFT**
DOS does not disaggregate their published J-1 numbers by program category and nationality.267 Therefore, the countries of origin of J-1 au pairs are not available. Despite the lack of data, some researchers have noted a “demographic shift in the U.S. au pair population from primarily consisting of Western Europeans to being dominated by Eastern Europeans, South Americans, and Africans.”268 With the establishment of the European Union (EU), a smaller number of au pairs have come from Western Europe.269 This is principally because EU citizens are able to easily change employment and move to any other EU member-country “if the au pair placement becomes problematic.”270 It also helps that in Europe au pair “hours are lower and more strictly regulated” than in the United States.271 However, because data on the country of origin of au pairs is not public, it is difficult to confirm this demographic shift.

**DIGGING DEEPER: CRITICISM OF J-1 AU PAIR PROGRAM STRUCTURE**
Some argue that the structure of the au pair program makes it a boon for families with young children, offering a cheap source of domestic labor in the guise of cultural exchange that lacks the framework necessary to adequately protect against exploitation and human trafficking.272 Furthermore, critics claim that the “rhetoric of kinship” benefits the host family as everyone views the relationship in familial instead of employment terms. For example, when the domestic worker is called an “au pair” instead of an “employee” and the people setting work hours, job duties and issuing payment are called “host parents” instead of “employers,” it makes it more uncomfortable for the au pair to assert his or her rights.273 Indeed, abuse of J-1 au pairs is not widely reported. Due to lack of transparency in the program and weak oversight, it is impossible to know the scope of the problem.
VIII. TEACHERS

The purpose of the J-1 visa for teachers is “to promote the interchange of American and foreign teachers in public and private schools and the enhancement of mutual understanding between people of the United States and other countries.”274 The J-1 visa provides foreign teachers with opportunities to teach full time in primary and secondary schools, to participate actively in cross-cultural activities with Americans in schools and communities, and to return home ultimately to share their experiences and their increased knowledge of the United States. Such exchanges enable visitors to understand better American culture, society, and teaching practices at the primary and secondary levels, and enhance American knowledge of foreign cultures, customs, and teaching approaches.275

J-1 visas for teachers may be valid for up to three years.276 In 2012, 1,493 foreign teachers came to the U.S. under the J-1 Exchange Visitor Program.277 The top states for J-1 teachers were North Carolina and California. Advocates report that these teachers have suffered significant labor exploitation, including paying thousands of dollars in recruitment fees, having their immigration documents confiscated, and living in substandard housing.

Source: U.S. Department of State, Facts and Figures, available at http://j1visa.state.gov/basics/facts-and-figures/ (November 2015). Note that as of November 2015 only 2014 data was available. The 2012 data was captured off the site in March 2015. No data from any other year has been available since January 2013.
A. TEACHER REQUIREMENTS
In addition to the general requirements for participation in the J-1 program, foreign teachers must be authorized as primary or secondary teachers in their home country, intend to teach full-time at a U.S. primary or secondary school, meet all standards of the state in which they will teach, and have at least three years of experience teaching or a related professional experience, and possess good reputation and character. A teacher must have accepted an offer of employment prior to applying for the actual J-1 visa. As with other subcategories, after the visa expires, foreign teachers must return home to satisfy a two-year residency requirement, unless they qualify for an exception.

B. SPONSOR REQUIREMENTS
In 2012, the J-1 teacher category had sixty-one designated sponsors. Many of these sponsors are state education departments or local school boards. To qualify as a sponsor for J-1 teachers, organizations must have at least five exchange visitors per calendar year who are enrolled in programs that last at least three weeks. Sponsors are responsible for screening and selecting the foreign teachers, placing the teachers with schools, and monitoring their stay in the U.S. In the teacher category, many of the designated sponsors directly employ J-1 teachers.

C. EMPLOYMENT TERMS
Before the DS-2019 is issued, the teacher must have received and accepted a written offer for a job. Before the program begins, the sponsor must provide information on the length and location(s) of the program. The written disclosure must include the teaching requirements and related professional obligations, the compensation, if any, and any other financial arrangements. The teacher is only allowed to teach at the school listed on his or her Form DS-2019.

1. WAGES AND WORKING CONDITIONS
The regulations suggest the possibility that J-1 teachers are sometimes not compensated for their work. Nonetheless, it is clear that the position must “be in compliance with any applicable collective bargaining agreement, where one exists.” If there is no union, however, there are no wage requirements. Schools do not have to pay J-1 teachers the prevailing wage, let alone the minimum wage. For example, one Florida district paid J-1 teachers a stipend of $5,000 for the first semester before the teachers were in charge of their own classrooms.

D. THIRD-PARTY RECRUITERS AND EMPLOYER
No regulations pertain to the relationship between sponsors and foreign recruiters or host employers. Employers must comply with the terms of any applicable collective bargaining agreement, if one exists. Employers also must monitor the J-1 teacher's performance and involve them in school and community activities. The teacher regulations mention no other obligations.
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5 According to the data available on j1visa.state.gov, in 2012 these five categories together totaled 157,669 out of 297,939 altogether, or 53% of the total J-1 visas issued.
6 U.S. Department of State, FY 1997-2013 NIV Detail Table, available at http://travel.state.gov/visa/statistics/nivstats/nivstats_4582.html (October 2015). This number is higher than the total number of “Total Participants” summed from the Data spreadsheet downloaded on the agency’s J1 website, http://j1visa.state.gov/basics/facts-and-figures/ (October 2015).
8 22 C.F.R. §62.16(a) (“An exchange visitor may receive compensation from the sponsor or the sponsor’s appropriate designee, such as the host organization, when employment activities are part of the exchange visitor’s program.”).
9 22 C.F.R. §62.16(b).
12 This number is the sum total of the “Sponsor” column in the spreadsheet downloaded from the “Download data” link. See U.S. Department of State, Facts and Figures, available at http://j1visa.state.gov/basics/facts-and-figures/ (February 2015).
14 22 C.F.R. §62.4 (“Participation is limited to foreign nationals who meet the following criteria for each of the following categories.”); and § 62.10(a). See 22 C.F.R. Part 62, Subpart B for specific category rules.
15 22 C.F.R. §41.62(a)(2).
16 The sponsor must require all exchange visitors to have health insurance during their stay. See 22 C.F.R. §62.14. Sponsors may offer health insurance but must disclose all payment terms to the exchange visitor ahead of time.
19 Section 212(e) of the Immigration and Naturalization Act, as amended, or Public Law 94-484 (substantially quoted in 22 C.F.R. §41.63). In some exchange program categories, the visitor is required to return to their home country for a period of two years so that they share their knowledge and experience gained in the United States. Usually this requirement only applies if the exchange visitor receives government funding, works or studies in a field on a specific “skills list,” or participates in a graduate medical training program. See U.S. Department of State, Exchange Visitor Skills List, available at http://travel.state.gov/content/visas/en/study-exchange/exchange/exchange-visitor-skills-list.html.
22 22 C.F.R. §62.9(c), (f).
23 22 C.F.R. §62.9(e).
24 22 C.F.R. §62.9(d)(2).
26 22 C.F.R. §62.10(b) (pre-arrival information) and (c) (orientation).
27 Id.
28 22 C.F.R. §62.10(c).
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29 22 C.F.R. § 62.10(d).
30 Id.
31 22 C.F.R. § 62.17(b)(1).
32 22 C.F.R. § 62.3.
34 22 C.F.R. § 62.11(a).
35 22 C.F.R. § 62.12(c).
36 22 C.F.R. § 62.2 (Definitions); § 62.12 (Control of Forms DS-2019).
37 The U.S. will only charge a visa issuance fee if the applicant’s home country charges U.S. citizens for a similar type of visa.
41 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(j)(1)(viii).
42 22 C.F.R. § 214.2(j)(1)(ii) ("Regulations of the State Department published at 22 CFR part 62 give general limitations on the stay of the various classes of exchange visitors.")
44 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(j)(1)(i); 9 FAM 41.62 N3.4 Requirements for Spouse and Minor/Unmarried Children.
45 Id. ("Should you receive a Form DS 2019 supporting a J-2 visa application from an individual claiming such status, contact CA/VO/F/P and ECA for guidance immediately.")
46 8 C.F.R. § 62.20(i)(1).
48 8 C.F.R. § 62.2(j). There are exceptions to this, such as, for example, if a J-1 worker applies to change his or her status based on marriage to a U.S. Citizen or Lawful Permanent Resident.
49 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(j)(1)(i) i; 9 FAM 41.62 N3.4 Requirements for Spouse and Minor/Unmarried Children.
50 Id. ("[G]rounds for termination include, but are not limited to 1) failure to pursue the exchange activities for which the participant was admitted to the United States . . . . Participants who withdraw or are terminated from their exchange programs are expected to leave the United States immediately.")
51 See, e.g., 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(g) (setting out rule for summer work travel category).
52 For example, while the regulations state that the intern trainee subcategory may not “be used under any circumstances to displace American workers,” there is no mention of how such displacement would be prevented, uncovered, or penalized. 22 C.F.R. § 62.22(b)(1)(ii).
53 DOS’s website j1visa.state.gov publishes data for each subcategory by U.S. state of destination. The numbers of visas granted per category are searchable per state via an interactive map. The data is available in list form if the search is done by category. However, while the category totals per state are listed, the total per category is not. The numbers here were calculated by downloading the data spreadsheet (clicking “Download Data” at http://j1visa.state.gov/basics/facts-and-figures/) and by summing the Total Participants column in February 2015 based on 2012 data available on the website at that time.
54 U.S. Department of State, FY 1997-2013 NIV Detail Table, available at http://travel.state.gov/visa/statistics/nivstats/nivstats_4582.html (October 2015). While data for 2013 are available in the DOS NIV detail table, the j1visa.state.gov data above is only available for 2012. For that reason, the 2012 data is used as a comparison.
55 These totals were calculated by hand based on the subcategory per-state data listed on j1visa.state.gov. DOS’s NIV detail table does not break down J-1 visa numbers by subcategory. As of October 2015, the year 2012 is the only year for which this data is available.
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60 The SEVIS quarterly reports are found in DHS’s FOIA library, available at http://www.ice.gov/foia/library/ (last visited October 2015). There is a tab for the Student Exchange Visitor Program that contains a list of various reports, including quarterly reports dating back to 2009.
62 U.S. Department of State, Yearbook of Immigration Statistics, Supplemental Table 1, available at http://www.dhs.gov/yearbook-immigration-statistics-2013-nonimmigrant-admissions (February 2015). Canadian nonimmigrant workers are not required to obtain a J-1 visa prior to presenting at the border for entry. Rather, Canadians set to come as J-1 workers present at the border with the DS-2019. Therefore, Canadian J-1s are not counted in the DOS data, but are included in the DHS admissions count.
63 Id. For example, in 2013, Bulgaria had 7,178 J-1 visas but only 74 J-2 visas; 74/7,178 = 1.0%.
66 Id.
67 SEVIS Manual, p. 39-43. The site of activity is oftentimes a worksite, in that it is where the J-1 visitor is spending their exchange program, and in the case of the categories highlighted in these visa pages, performing work.
69 GAO-06-106, at 10.
71 22 C.F.R. § 62.50(a).
72 22 C.F.R. § 62.50(c)-(e).
74 22 C.F.R. § 62.10(d).
75 22 C.F.R. § 62.10(d)(1).
76 22 C.F.R. § 62.10(d).
77 Id.
78 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(j)(1).
79 22 C.F.R. § 62.13(d).
80 22 C.F.R. § 62.15. .
81 Id.
83 Id.
86 GAO-06-106, at 9 and 12.
87 Medige, 7 INTERCULTURAL HUM. RTS. L. REV. at 122-23.
89 Medige, 7 INTERCULTURAL HUM. RTS. L. REV. at 123.
90 5 U.S.C. § 553(a)(1) (The rulemaking section does not apply to “foreign affairs” functions of the United States.); DOS has opined that “administration of the Exchange Visitor Program” is “a foreign affairs function of the U.S. Government and that rules implementing this function are exempt” from the APA. 77 Fed. Reg. 27593, 27605 (May 11, 2012).
91 Id.
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---

92 Medige, 7 INTERCULTURAL HUM. RTS. L. REV. at 141-42.
93 Id.
95 The system was previously known as the Back Wage Employee Locator System (BWELS), available here: http://webapps.dol.gov/wow/.
97 Jatupornchaisri v. Wyndham, Order Denying Motion to Dismiss, Case No. 6:12-cv-59-Orl-31GJK (M.D. Fla., May 7, 2012). This case was filed by J-1 workers who were intern/trainees - however the same principles apply to other J-1 program categories.
98 Id.
99 Id. ("The harm inflicted by violation of the FLSA cannot be remedied by administrative action against the sponsor organization.")
104 See, e.g., Centeno-Bernuy v. Perry, 302 F.Supp. 2d 128, 135 (W.D.N.Y. 2003) (finding FLSA's anti-retaliation provisions applicable to family member of employer who reported former H-2A agricultural guestworkers to INS after the workers complained about their FLSA rights).
105 22 C.F.R. Part 1626 (Restrictions on Legal Assistance to Aliens).
107 22 C.F.R. § 62.4(h)(6).
108 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(b).
111 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(d)(2),(4).
112 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(c).
113 22 C.F.R. §§ 62.10, 62.32(h).
115 Id.; 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(l)(1).
117 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(k)-(n).
118 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(m).
119 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(m)(6) (emphasis added).
121 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(l)(1)-(v).
124 Id.
125 9 FAM 41.62 N4.12-3 d.
126 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(p)(2).
127 Id.
129 9 FAM 41.62 N4.12-3 d.
130 Id.
131 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(n)(1).
132 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(n)(2)(i)-(iii).
133 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(l)(2).
134 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(n).
135 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(n)(2).
136 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(n)(3).
137 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(g)(2).
138 Id.
140 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(g)(1).
141 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(g)(4).
142 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(b).
143 Id.
144 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(g)(7).
147 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(g)(8). The regulations list modeling services, housekeeping, and janitorial services as examples.
152 Fisherman's News Online, Southwest Alaska Communities Want J-1 Visa Program Kept Alive (March 21, 2012), available at http://fnonlinenews.blogspot.com/2012/03/southwest-alaska-communities-wa...
153 Letter from Lisa Murkoski to Office of Mgm’t and Budget (February 10, 2012).
155 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(g)(11).
156 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(g)(11)(i).
157 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(g)(11)(iv)-(v).
158 The U.S. Department of State maintains a current list of the 37 VWP countries. See http://travel.state.gov/visa/temp/without/without_1990.html#countries (October 2015).
159 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(g)(10)-(11).
161 Id.
162 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(i)(1).
163 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(i)(2)(i).
164 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(g)(9)(ii).
165 29 C.F.R. §§ 531.30, 531.3(b).
166 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(3).
167 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(o)(1)-(5).
170 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(j)(1).
171 Id.
172 Id.
173 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(k).
175 77 Fed. Reg. 27593, at 27599. State contract law will determine whether an enforceable employment contract exists in any particular case.
176 Id.
177 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(f).
181 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(p)(1).
182 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(p)(3).
183 22 C.F.R. § 62.32(p)(2).
184 Id.
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Interview with Pete Meyers. See also Pete Blanchard, An Exchange Program: How a Local Corporation Uses Foreign Students as a Workforce, Buzzsaw Magazine, (Dec. 8, 2010); and Pete Blanchard available at http://www.tcworkerscenter.org/2011/01/workers-center-works-overtime-to-...

Interview with Christopher Willett, Equal Justice Center.


22 C.F.R. § 62.30(e).
22 C.F.R. § 62.30(d).
22 C.F.R. § 62.30(f).
22 C.F.R. § 62.30(a). The regulations mention that “some non-counseling chores are an essential part of camp life for all counselors,” but provide no clarity on the extent such duties would be allowed.

Interview with Christa Stewart, Coordinator, NYS Human Trafficking and Unaccompanied Children’s Program, Bureau of Refugee & Immigrant Assistance/OTDA (April 2013).

22 C.F.R. § 62.4(c), (h)(7).
22 C.F.R. § 62.22(b)(1)(i).
22 C.F.R. § 62.22.
Id.


22 C.F.R. § 62.22(d)(2).
22 C.F.R. § 62.22(d)(3).
22 C.F.R. § 62.22(k). Foreign nationals who participate in an agriculture or hospitality and tourism training program only are issued visas for 12 months.


22 C.F.R. Part 62, Appendix E.


Id.

22 C.F.R. § 62.22(j)(5).

Interview with Vanessa Coe, Staff Attorney, Migrant Farmworker Justice Project (February 2013), see Jatupornchaisri v. Wyndham, Complaint, Case No. 6:12-cv-59-Orl-31GJK (M.D. Fla., May 7, 2012) (on file with author).

Id.
Interview with Meredith Stewart, Staff Attorney, Southern Poverty Law Center (February 2013).

22 C.F.R. § 62.22(b)(1)(ii) (Intern and trainee programs may not “be used under any circumstances to displace American workers.”).

Id.

22 C.F.R. § 62.22(g)(3).

22 C.F.R. §§ 62.2 (definition of third party) and 62.22(g).

Id.


22 C.F.R. § 62.22(g)(2).

22 C.F.R. § 62.22(g)(3).

Id.

22 C.F.R. § 62.22(g)(1).

22 C.F.R. § 62.31(j).


Id.

22 C.F.R. § 62.31(m)(1).

22 C.F.R. § 62.31(m)(3).


29 C.F.R. § 785.23.
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269 Id. at 41-42.
270 Id. at 42.
271 Id., citing to MacDonald at 51-52.
274 22 C.F.R. § 62.24(a).
275 Id.
276 22 C.F.R. § 62.24(h).
278 22 C.F.R. § 62.24(c).
280 22 C.F.R. § 62.8. Federal agencies are exempt from this rule.
281 Note that the J-1 program teacher regulations mention the IAP 66, which is the predecessor to Form DS-2019; IAP 66 no longer exists. See U.S. Department of State Telegram available at http://travel.state.gov/visa/laws/telegrams/telegrams_1413.html (May 2013).
283 22 C.F.R. § 62.24(g).
284 22 C.F.R. § 62.24(f)(3) (Sponsor must disclose to teacher “a written statement which clearly states the compensation, if any, to be paid to the teacher and any other financial arrangements in regards to the exchange visitor program.”).
285 22 C.F.R. § 62.24(e).
287 22 C.F.R. § 62.24(e).